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Introduction

Knowledge and Experience:
Spirituality In The Time of COVID-19
Steven Chase

T

his issue is on the relations between spirituality and COVID-19. We begin
with the Icon on the cover. Lauretta Agolli, began to practice the ancient Christian art of Byzantine icon writing as a prayer and spiritual practice in 2012.
The cover icon, written in 2020 during the COVID-19 pandemic, represents
God’s messenger, the Heavenly First Responder, bringing the message to the
world of God’s constant love and God’s presence in our struggles. The photograph of the icon was taken by her husband, Sermet Agolli.
What other theme than spirituality and COVID-19 could the editors of
this issue of Spiritus focus on at this time? This issue of Spiritus is based on
how all of us—in different ways—are experiencing the spiritual journey of
wondering and wandering through the pandemic of COVID-19. What does
COVID-19 mean for us and how does it affect our spirituality?
To explore this question, I have invited each of the members of the Spiritus
Editorial Board to write a relatively short essay on the theme spirituality in the
time of COVID-19. Not all Editors are in a position to write just now, but the
majority have contributed to this issue and together have done a wonderful
job of wandering and wondering about this major theme. Mark Burrows, our
Poetry Editor, has also contributed a discerning essay on the subject. Displaying honesty during uncertainty, all of the contributors offer their own unique
perspectives on the relation between spirituality and COVID-19.
In his book, Looking at Mindfulness, Christophe André writes on breath
and the heart during meditation:
Here [in his reflections on breath and the heart in meditation] is yet another
example of, the incredible difference in kind between knowledge and experience, two worlds that are further apart than you might think . . . But when
you can go through suffering just by accepting that it’s there, not reacting with
agitation but just with awareness, it’s always really strengthening! It is the
meeting of theory, intentions, speeches, and reality . . . It makes us feel that
we’re on the right track, safe and consistent—it works! I know, I’ve done it.1

What do these essays on spirituality and COVID-19 suggest about experience
and about knowledge in a pandemic of this proportion? One of the essays—by
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Pieter G.R. de Villiers—focuses on how and why the best we can say about
experience and knowledge amid a pandemic, is the possibility of mercy. In the
midst of the experience and knowledge found in these essays, may you find
peace and mercy even in the confusion, uncertainty, darkness, and suffering of
this past year and in preparation for the time to come.
We begin this issue of Spiritus with Timothy Robinson’s SSCS President’s
Address for the Society of Christian Spirituality. Though recently retired from
the position, Robinson has been Spiritus’ book review editor for the last six
years. His Presidential Address was not intentionally focused on spiritualty
and COVID-19. But the fact that he does cover material on this theme indicates that the theme is currently…inescapable. Robinson’s essay is entitled “He
Talked to Trees! Thinking Differently About Nature with Howard Thurman.”
Is talking to trees crazy or is it a modality of sanity in an uncertain, frightening world? The essay is sharp and to the point; in essence Robinson writes a
convincing essay describing how, through experience and knowledge, Thrurman is indeed a nature mystic. With well-placed examples of Thurman’s own
experience and knowledge in a world of suffering and hope, Robinson shows
Thurman to be, simultaneously, a classic and a unique nature mystic.
In talking to trees, Thurman sought understanding, wisdom, and solace in
nature and with the trees during days of intense segregation and white terrorist violence in the South that left deep scars on Thurman’s soul and spirit.
Described by Robinson, Thurman did “not depend (solely) on human relationships but rather found connection, consolation, and a sense of his own dignity
and worth as a part of a vast living, breathing, planetary organism.” As Thurman writes, “I discovered that the oak tree and I had a unique relationship. I
could sit, my back against its trunk, and feel the same peace that would come
to me in my bed at night.” Throughout this essay, we sense how Thurman
utilizes his own experience and knowledge in seeking out the comfort of trees.
In doing so Thurman leans into a unique nature mysticism.
There is a kind of peace running throughout these essays even in the midst
of suffering. Tim Robinson describes Howard Thurman as a man who encountered the world as he no doubt would have encountered COVID-19: as
a radically subjective, ethically oriented man finding a place for mercy in both
the human and the more-than-human world, often in a mode of self-sacrifice
and mercy, growing experience and knowledge.
Michel Battle writes a deeply meaningful essay on the Black Lives Matter
(BLM) movement which paradoxically “sheds light” on negative racial construction in Christian spirituality. Battle escribes in insightful ways how the
BLM movement is itself woven into the web of COVID-19. It is difficult to
describe the interwoven aspect of these two movements where “black bodies
matter” in terms of being affected by COVID-19 in addition to being threat-
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ened by white supremacist violence. One is a movement toward healing, the
other a movement toward disease and death. But Battle writes that “. . . one
can begin to get to the core of how blackness sheds light and how the association of light and whiteness came to be synonymous with white persons by
noting that negative racial construction can be as deadly as COVID-19.” This
is so especially in Black and Colored lives which, statistically, are prone to the
destruction of COVID-19 in greater numbers medically and curatively than are
white bodies.
Michael Battle’s primary intention is to look at how the “BLM sheds light
on Western Spirituality” and, in the world of Black Lives, how that light can so
often be experienced and understood as shadow. Hildegard of Bingen is used
as an example, for instance, of both darkness and light in shadow: Hildegard
wrote that there are positive elements within both light and darkness when
observed as “Shades of the Living Light.” But “shade” and “shadow” are also
shades of blackness while “living light” is a form of privileged whiteness.
In one compelling example he writes that, “through the recent apocalyptical realities of COVID-19 and the ubiquitous BLM protests around the world,
we are entering an era in which Christian spirituality can be more a part of
human solutions than as it has in the past, serving as agitators of human problems.” Battle points out that in the midst of COVID-19, anxiety, trauma, and
racism are intertwined. He gives a personal example from which he writes that,
“I remember my friend in seminary, Najla Abou Sawan, a Lebanese Presbyterian who would physically recoil at the sound of a car backfiring. It was as if
her body was receiving a bullet.” He continues, “I am like Najla today” where
structural racism works against black bodies. Every time he sees a police car
in his rearview mirror Battle, who is black, writes, “I feel a knee on my neck.”
Good or ill, healing or trauma, there are links between spiritual and “earthly”
things in what can be, at its worst, a world of knees and necks.”
For Lisa Hess, one of the most fundamental questions we can ask of
ourselves today is: What does it take for US citizens to reconsider citizenship—
”its fundamentals, its invitations, even its demands for a healthy, democratic
Republic?” Along with COVID-19, the year 2020 has demanded answers to
questions we would rather were left un-asked and un-answered. Hess has the
courage to pose the answer as to “whom” and to pose the questions circling
around the “why.” I am writing shortly after an apparent Trump-initiated
storming of the US Capital Building. Hess is also unmistakably prescient; it is
time to relearn a Gandhian non-violent approach to peace, even in a violent
world.
Philip Sheldrake gives a simply yet at the same time, deceptively profound
essay on spirituality and COVID-19. Sheldrake opens a frightening cave into
what I see as a part of the pandemic truth of COVID-19 for all of us. First,
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he gives personal experience and knowledge about his encounters with COVID-19, he echoes encounters that we have all experienced and known in one
way or another. Sheldrake, simply yet painfully, admits: I am “deeply uncomfortable.” COVID-19 has had a huge impact on his life spiritually, a life in
which he is now “trying to find a new sense of meaning and support.”
Sheldrake continues with this honest and ultimately encouraging essay by
exploring the effects, rules, and interventions of COVID-19 through the work
of the anonymous author of the Cloud of Unknowing and the life and work
of Julian of Norwich. He is courageous enough to raise questions for which he
knows he has no answers. After exploring his own experience and knowledge
about these two inspirations of spiritual honesty, he can say, simply: “Whatever mess our world is in, the deep meaning that shines through, and that ultimately counts for more than anything else is that God is love and only love.”
Lisa Fullam, also writing on Julian of Norwich who lived through a similar pandemic to our own, opens with a great line, especially during our time
of COVID-19: “Sometimes you have to shelter in place. And God will meet
you there.” As an anchorite, Julian chose to “shelter in place” for a lifetime.
Though not for a lifetime, Fullam obviously sees the similarities to our own,
new perspectives on place and space. After a compelling biography, Fullam
reveals what she means by claiming that Julian’s pandemic is like ours through
the lens of what God revealed to Julian. I will leave an opening to that revelation to Fullam and why God would reveal such a thing to the reader at the
end. The reader has the pleasure of finding the “meaning of this thing” on
their own.
Annie PanYi Jung begins her brave essay by pointing towards those who
would support and find ways to “ignore data,” to even class data, science, and
more as, “false.” She turns the argument against data into a prolonged insistence on the validity, necessity, and memory of organizations such as the World
Health Organization who survive on science, data, knowledge.
She outlines the short geographical history of the COVID-19 Pandemic
and outlines the geographical spread (or lack of its global spread) of data.
Annie Pan Yi does not affirm the “idea” that science and data are “false.” In
the name of information and memory, she affirms information and memory:
she lives in experience and knowledge that is not out to disorient, she is brave
enough to call both experience and knowledge “real” when it is real and false
when it is false.
Annie Pan Yi also writes this as a kind of echo of Advent as an apocalyptic event. Her vision begins, as she says, in darkness, “or rather, it begins with
light out of darkness. Data is light and as the Psalmist writes: “In your light we
see light” (Psalm 36: 9b); to which we might add, following Michael Battle: in
the darkness we see the light of darkness, as we have along side mystics such as
Meister Eckhart, that it is in blinding light that we see the darkness of love.
SPIRITUS | 21.1
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“Heavenly First Responder” written by Lauretta Agolli, photographed by Sermet Agolli.

The first Advent has its humble beginning in the darkness of the virgin’s
womb. Pan Yi draws the end towards the Book of Hebrews: “Sacrifices and
offerings you have not desired, but a body you have prepared for me,” for it
is through his body of flesh and blood, that He opened for us a new and living
way to the God of Light. “Therefore my friends, we have confidence to enter
the sanctuary of the blood of Jesus by the new and living way that he opened
for us through this the curtain of flesh (Heb 10:10, 19). The curtain is opened
to experience and knowledge: these are the heart and the lungs, the blood and
the breath of a living way. Yes, even the lungs, breath in the midst of COVID-19 is a light through which we see the darkness of love.
I am struck by one of the early sentences in Lisa Dahill’s essay on mindfulness, Bonhoeffer, Covid-19, and the Climate Crisis. In the beginning of her essay Dahill writes, “In October 1941, the Nazi regime was spewing war, terrorism, and genocide in all directions from Germany.” The US and its democracy
are not yet genocidal. In attacking the US Capital building, such things that
came to fruition in Germany are taking seed here in the United States. Spiritus,
in this issue, has been focused on spirituality and Covid, all the while knowing
of the possibility of rapidly planted and growth of seeds of genocide, terrorChase | Introduction
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ism, and war. What timing:, and there is no coincidence that Trump, Covid,
spirituality, and climate crisis have raised their fetid hands and arms towards
an empty sky almost simultaneously.
Covid, conspiracy, climate crisis, Bonhoeffer: Dahill, is prescient to have
intuited the sedition and subversion, the treachery and the multilateral crises
woven so intimately together. She writes, “the bells are sounding loud and
clear. We can learn from Bonhoeffer and his conspiracy colleagues about the
kinds of resilience, courage, and discernment that make possible the willingness to incur guilt in carrying out one’s responsibility for the coming generation and their lives.” Shock awaken us. Will there be a coming generation? Of
course, if we let the shock of the cries that Dahill hears and senses awaken us.
May it be so.
Michael O’Sullivan focuses on his own country, Ireland, and globally, as
he explores how the most violent periods on COVID-19 are also the most violent times for women. He labels this as a kind of shadow pandemic. The most
severe lock-downs and COVID-19 restrictions coincide with a severe surge of
attacks on women aged in their 30’s or over.
O’Sullivan chooses to focus on biblical texts that show Jesus’ reactions to
women, reactions that took place in a culture of heightened male dominance.
His approach is given from an important spiritual studies standpoint which
he describes in detail. His aim is to “highlight Jesus’ practice as a spirituality source in the Christian framework for addressing violence in general and
against women in particular.”
Using Biblical resources to address Jesus’ spirituality, a spirituality of what
O’Sullivan calls “authentic subjectivity”. O’Sullivan demonstrates how this
shadow pandemic of violence against women is also instigated by certain Biblical texts. In these readings, women are or portrayed as objects, not by Jesus,
but by the culture of which he is a part. Through experiencing and learning
about the Jesus of the Bible who encounters women not as objects, but in
mercy and as fully endowed human beings who are due care, mercy, and healing rather than violence, O’Sullivan ends his essay by using a clever response
to the Jesus O’Sullivan describes by reminding us that, “a greater number of
men and women will trust authentic Christian spiritualty as a very effective
vaccination for overcoming the virus of violence against women.”
Wendy Wright offers the reader a “journal”-like response to her understanding of the relation between spirituality and COVID-19. This is a typical
Wright piece that explores both experience and knowledge, in this case attached to the early onslaught of COVID-19 encapsulated in the path of Christian spirituality. Wright is spiritual, bright, and thoughtful ; she gently, echoes
Camille Paglia’s insight that:
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We need more dissent
And less Dogma
Camille Paglia, 2015
Wright has a way of echoing Paglia, a gentle way that builds Cathedrals
with dissent and tears them down with dogma. The reader can’t help but feel
Wright is correct and in touch with what is most gently, even in the dissent,
correct.
Pieter G.R. de Villiers writes of the power of mercy and its “profound
mystical meaning.” He writes of the story of COVID-19 by reminding us of
the “saintly pastor,” Tobie Müller, who gave up his life for the sake of the
Other during the Spanish flue of 1918-1919. De Villers compares Müller’s life
to that of St. Francis of Assisi; Müller’s life reminds one of the powers of mercy
itself. Another Francis, Pope Francis, writes of the powers of interconnectedness and mercy towards others even during COVID-19:
In this past year my mind and heart have overflowed with people. People I
think of and pray for, and sometime cry with, people with names and faces,
people who died without saying goodbye to those they loved, families in difficulty, even going hungry, because there is no work. 2

De Villiers goes on to tell a series of stories about mercy amid pandemic.
All of the stories focus on how a pandemic might make us “aware and sensitive toward the fact that our fellow human beings are at a crossroad, paralyzed
by their suffering and struggling to find a way out of their situation.” Some
of the stories include and are inspired by the mercy filled lives of St. Francis,
Pope Francis, Jesus, and others. De Villiers writes that mercy finds its way in
the hidden intervention of God and how mercy can be learned in several ways:
detachment, desire to serve the Other, and the willingness to make the “ultimate sacrifice.”
Our Poetry Editor, Mark Burrows, writes a decidedly poetic piece. I encourage all to read his article. Burrows begins with the opening lines of one of
Rilke’s Sonnets to Orpheus:
Breath, you invisible poem!
Steadily, for the sake of its own
being, pure displaced space. Counterweight
within which I rhythmically come to be.
What follows is an on-going and ever deepening analogy between this
poem and the penetrating reality of COVID-19 itself. Burrows writes for
instance, “Indeed, it would not be inappropriate to suggest that this virus has
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imposed on our public and private lives an unchosen—and, for most of us, an
unwanted—asceticism, requiring discipline and varying degrees of self-denial
in the ways we have learned to isolate and protect ourselves and others from
its reach.” What follows this citation is a unique and clear conversation between Burrows, Rilke, Simone Weil, and COVID-19. I will give only the titles
of a few of the sections, the rest is up to you to read. I highly recommend that
you to do so.
What we have here is a conversation between Burrows and the Others and
the Others and Burrows. The “Others” are portions of poems by Rainer Maria
Rilke, from lines of Simone Weil, and some from T.S. Eliot. I have to ask this
time rather than declare, “what” do we have here? Again, I can only answer:
a conversation between Burrows and “Others,” this time adding the conversation partners, Simone Weil, T.S. Eliot, Rilke, and a deadly pandemic. Burrows
has himself translated some of Rilke for this essay. He has translated and published much of Rilke before. And still the conversation livens. And perhaps
George Steiner is a conversation partner too, Steiner (and Burrows) remind us,
as Steiner once said, “the master translator is the perfect host.” Or perhaps,
even in COVID-19, the master translator opens the doors to new forms of
hospitality and mercy.
When the history of our times is written,
Will we be remembered as the generation that turned its back
in a moment of crisis
Or will it be recorded that we did the right thing?
Nelson Mandela, 2005, AIDS Charity Event

NOTES
1.
2.

Christophe André, Looking at Mindfulness: Twenty-Five Paintings To Change The Way
You Live (New York: Blue Rider Press), 176.
See de Villier’s paper for Pope Francis reference.
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